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BWT will partner the H24Racing team at the 24 Hours of Le Mans Virtual. The LMPH2G, the MissionH24 
programme’s electric-hydrogen prototype, has been specially chosen as the Leading Car and Safety Car 
of the event and it will fly the colours of the Austrian company specialised in water treatment systems.

The 24 Hours of Le Mans Virtual, which will take place on 13-14 June, will bring together 200 drivers from 
the motor sport and esports world elite at the wheel of simulators. 50 crews have entered for this new 
event. The organisers have chosen the LMPH2G, the MissionH24 programme’s electric-hydrogen proto-
type, to unleash them on the track and intervene in the race whenever necessary.
 
At the wheel of the LMPH2G will be its current test driver, Olivier Lombard, and professional sim racer, 
Aurélian Mallet who will be in the thick of the action in the most spectacular phases of the race. For this 
event the MissionH24 prototype will fly the colours of an additional partner: BWT, Best Water Technology, 
one of the European leaders in the field of water treatment. The Austrian company that’s heavily involved 
in motor sport, in Formula 1 in particular, is also sharing the MissionH24 entry for the energy transition for 
mobility and is underlining this by its participation in the 24 Hours of Le Mans Virtual.

JEAN-MICHEL BOURESCHE, H24 RACING, TEAM PRINCIPAL :

“The 24 Hours of Le Mans Virtual run on the dates originally scheduled for the greatest endurance event in 
the world, now postponed until September because of the health crisis, is an event with planetary impact.  
The renown and the fallout and the audience will exceed those of all the other events held on simulators. 
I’m delighted that BWT, well-known for its involvement and dynamism in Formula 1 for several years, has 
decided to join us for this week’s racing. Our LMPH2G will launch the 24 Hours of Le Mans Virtual and inter-
vene when necessary to neutralise the race because of weather conditions or on-track incidents and will be in 
the middle of the other cars. Like Total, the MissionH24 programme’s reference partner, BWT will be present 
thanks to the LMPH2G in the very heart of this sporting, digital event in which H24Racing’s presence was an 
absolute no-brainer!”
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